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I. INTRODUCTION
The thermal model correlation pro ,.ess will commence when measured thermo-
couple data is available frotn the Orbital Flight Tests (OFT) of the Shuttle.
For this effort it will be necessary to convert some of the System Improved
Numerical Differencing Analyzer (SINDA) diffusion or arithmetic nodes to
boundary nodes and then drive these boundary nodes to the temperature profile
of a flight measurement. An efficient way to provide this capability within
-the SINDA and OFT software systems is to provide a new SINDA routine, DIFLTD,
for use in VARIABLES 1 of SINDA, to access the processed (word-addressable)
Orbital Data Reduction Center (ODRC) flight data and store the appropriate
measurement temperature in the desired SINDA temperature location.
2. DISCUSSION
The ODRC flight data that is to be used for driving the boundary nodes must
be assigned a logical unit number and must reside on a word-addressable file.
Figure 1 shows a typical runstream. The user must also provide two SINDA
constants for the word positions of the first and last words of the tempera-
ture record for each measurement identifier (MID), i.e. each call to DIFLTD,
used in the model. DiFLTD is then called from the VARIABLES 1 block to obtain
the SINDA boundary node temperature for any MID on the file at any time point,
as shown in the sample model in figure 2.
2.1 DIFLTD
DIFLTD reads the ODRC file to obtain the temperature data for the desired MID
and interpolates to obtain the SINDA boundary node temperature at the desired
time point. The arguments to DiFLTD are: IN, the logical unit number of the
ODRC file; TIME, the time point at which the boundary node temperature is to
be interpolated; SCALE and FACTOR, which when used in the equation t = (TIME
+ SCALE) *FACTOR relates SINDA time to ODRC time; M, the MID for which the
boundary node temperature is desired; KX and KY, the unique constants which will
contain pointer to the first and last words, respectively, of the temperature data
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for the MID; and fin, the SINDA temperature location of the node that is being
driven. In the term Tn, n is the node number of the boundary node being
driven. The following is an example of a DIFLTD call in a SINDA model:
DIFLTD (IN, TIME, SCALE, FACTOR, M, KX, KY, TO
When an MID is accessed for the first time, KX and KY should both be zero.
Then DIFLTD will read the dictionary of MIDs from the ODRC file, calculate
the values for KX and KY, and v eti,wn these new KX and KY values for use in
any subsequent calls to DIFLTD itwr that particular MID.
DIFLTD adds the values of SCALE and ?IME and multiplies the result by FACTOR
to calculate the ODRC time TM. SCALE and TIME must both be in the time units
of the SINDA problem (TIME being derived from one of the SINDA time constants
TIMED, TIMEM, or TIMEN). FACTOR provides the means to convert from SINDA units
to ODRC units, and thus will be one of the values from table I.
Table I. FACTORS to CONVERT SINDA times to ODRC times
SINDA Units ODRC Units FACTOR
hours hours 1.
minutes 60.
seconds 3600.
minutes hours 0.0166667
minutes 1.
seconds 60.
seconds hours 2.778 X 10-4
minutes 0.0166667
seconds 1.
The OORC time array is then searched to find TP1 or the time closest to it.
If TM is in the time array, DIFLTD sets Tn to the temperature corresponsing
to that time in the MID data record. Otherwise,Tn is interpolated using the
4
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times on either side of TM and the temperatures corresponding to those times.
Tn is then returned to the model.
3.0 CONCLUSION
D1FLTD, the new subroutine which allows the capability to drive SINDA boundary
nodes from word-addressable ODRC flight data, is currently available on the
FS PSINDA file. This document discusses how DiFLTD is used by the SINDA
models and illustrates the use of D1FLT0 in a sample model.
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